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1. 

PHRASE-PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL SPEECH 
SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to interactive computer sys 

tems, and more particularly to such systems capable of 
transforming digitally encoded speech data segments 
into understandable speech. The invention is relevant to 
the field of computer-assisted instruction. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Digital speech processors that can operate in parallel 

with a programmable digital computer have come into 
wide spread use in recent years. An excellent example is 
the "Solid State Speech' (trademark) synthesizer that is 
widely used as an accessory for the Texas Instruments 
TI99/4A home computer. This system includes a syn 
thesizer chip which can accept from the computer a 
stream of data that defines the individual phonemes of a 
spoken message. The message must be presented to the 
synthesizer at a controlled rate of speed and with rela 
tively continuous active involvement of the computer 
in the speech generation process. 
An alternative arrangement is disclosed in U.S. Pat. 

No. 4,335,277 which issued on June 15, 1982 to Ajay K. 
Puri. A read-only memory (12A and 12B in FIG. 2 of 
the patent) containing a plurality of variable length, 
digitally-encoded speech data segments is connected to 
a synthesizer chip that is connected in turn to a com 
puter. The computer can initiate the conversion of an 
entire single data segment into speech by passing the 
address of the desired segment to the read-only memory 
and then starting the synthesizer chip to speak from that 
address onward. In this manner, a single speech seg 
ment may be generated in response to a single request 
from the computer, with no further computer interven 
tion. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A primary object of the present invention is produc 
ing a computer-controlled digital speech system that 
can be programmed in advance by a computer to gener 
ate an entire speech message containing an arbitrarily 
arranged sequence of spoken phrases each derived from 
separate and non-consecutively stored, variable-length, 
digitally-encoded speech data segments. 
Another object of the invention is to permit such a 

digital speech system to be programmed to include 
silent passages of arbitrary length at scattered points 
within the spoken phrases without intervention of the 
computer. 
A further object of the invention is to simplify as 

much as possible the task of programming the speech 
system to reduce the time it takes to produce computer 
aided instructional exercises and to reduce the complex 
ity of coordinating speech generation with other activi 
ties (graphics, music, etc.) carried out by an instruc 
tional computer. 

Briefly described, the present invention constitutes 
the combination of a programmable digital computer 
and a digital speech processor. Associated with the 
digital speech processor is a speech memory that con 
tains variable-length, digitally-encoded speech data 
segments. Also associated with the digital speech pro 
cessor is a command memory wherein variable-length 
sequences of compact commands may be stored, each 
command calling either for the production of speech 
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2 
through the processing of one of the digitally-encoded 
speech segments or for the production of a silent or 
non-speech interval of a specified time duration. Both 
the speech memory and the command memory are 
random-access memories that the digital computer may 
load with speed data and command data. 
The command data is compact and may be altered 

rapidly by the computer. Once the computer has loaded 
a given set of speech data into the memory, the com 
puter may quickly program the speech processor to 
produce any arbitrary sequence of the corresponding 
speech intermixed with pauses. And while the speech 
processor is producing the speech, the computer is con 
pletely free to attend to other tasks, such as the produc 
tion of a matching set of video images, animations, text 
written upon the face of the computer's display screen, 
music, and the like. There is no need for the computer 
to be interrupted by the speech processor at the end of 
every phrase to generate a pause or to instruct the 
speech processor of what phrase is to be generated next. 
The speech memory is also programmable, so the 

computer may periodically load into the speech mem 
ory an entirely new set of speech data segments. Con 
ceivably, the computer could even accept typed re 
sponses from the user (for example, the name of the 
child who is receiving instruction), convert those typed 
letter responses into corresponding speech data, load 
the speech data into the speech memory along with 
other words and phrases, and then program the speech 
processor to produce a verbal reply to the user that 
contains the spoken rendition of the user's response, 
e.g., the child's name spoken to him or her as part of a 
response. 
The invention greatly simplifies the task of creating a 

computer-aided instructional program by permitting 
the author of such a program to separate the task of 
speech generation from all the other tasks. Upon enter 
ing an instructional frame, the author can create a 
speech command data sequence that includes the entire 
verbal portion of the instructional frame, optionally 
including short pauses between phrases and a much 
longer pause followed by a sequence of time-spaced 
encouragement prompts at times when a student re 
sponse is required. Having programmed the speech 
processor in advance to produce an entire speech se 
quence for the instructional frame, the author may then 
focus all of the computer's resources upon animation, 
graphics, and other such tasks without any concern 
about speech. When the name of a number is to be 
spoken, the author can, in a single operation, program 
the speech system to say "one' pause "thousand” 
pause "seven) pause "hundred' pause "twenty” 
pause "three' without the need for any computer 
interrupts between digits. 

Each variable-length speech data segment may be 
thought of as a phrase-generating subroutine executable 
by the speech processor. The speech processor also 
contains a delay subroutine that generates time delays. 
Which the computer feeds speech data segments into 
the speech processor, it is programming the speech data 
processor with specific phrase generating subroutines. 
Then when the computer produces a speech command 
sequence, the computer is writing a computer program 
that contains an arbitrary sequence of subroutine calls 
to the phrase generating subroutines intermixed with 
subroutine calls to the time delay generating subroutine 
within the speech processor. The computer feeds this 
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speech command sequence program to the speech pro 
cessor and then calls for its execution at an appropriate 
time. 

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
speech processor and the speech data and command 5 
data memories are mounted upon a card that may be 
inserted into a slot in the peripheral connector of the 
programmable computer, with leads extending to an 
external audio amplifier and speaker. The speech pro 
cessor may thus be plugged quickly and simply into the 
programmable computer. 

Further objects and advantages of the invention will 
be apparent from a reading of the detailed description of 
the invention that follows in conjunction with the draw 
ings. The features of novelty that characterize the in- 15 
vention are pointed out with particularity in the claims 
annexed to, and forming a part of, this specification. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an overview block diagram of a digital 20 
speech system 100 designed in accordance with the 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a partly block, partly logic, and partly cir 
cuit diagram of a speech processor 200 that is a part of 
the speech system 100; 
FIG. 3 is a logic diagram of a bus input logic 300 

element of the speech processor 200; 
FIG. 4 is a partly logic and partly circuit diagram of 

a timing logic 400 element of the speech processor 200; 
- FIG. 5 is a partly logic and partly circuit diagram of 30 
a next signal pulse generator 500 element of the speech 
processor 200; 

FIG. 6 is a partly block and partly circuit diagram of 
an audio system 600 that forms an element of the com 
puter system 100; 

FIG. 7 is a partly circuit and partly block diagram of 
a -- 12 volt power supply 700 for the audio system 600; 
- FIG. 8 is a partly circuit and partly block diagram of 
a --5 volt power supply 800 for the speech processor 
200; 

FIG. 9 is a timing diagram illustrating the timing 
relationships of signals in FIGS. 4 and 5; 
FIGS. 10 and 11 together form a flow diagram of the 

first half of the main part of the speech control program 
104 which controls the programmable digital computer 
102 of the digital speech system 100; 
FIG. 12 is a flow diagram of the SIMA portion of the 

speech control program 104; 
FIG. 13 is a flow diagram of the SIMB portion of the 

speech control program 104; 
FIG. 14 is a flow diagram of the routine 1002 in FIG. 
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10; 
FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of the routine 1004 in FIG. 

10; 
FIG. 16 is a flow diagram of the element 1010 in FIG. 55 

10; 
FIG. 17 is a flow diagram of the element 1204 in FIG. 

12, the element 1306 in FIG. 13, and the element 1502 in 
FIG. 15; 
FIG. 18 is a flow diagram of the element 1206 in FIG. 

12 and the element 1318 in FIG. 13; 
FIG. 19 is a flow diagram of the element 1210 in FIG. 

12 the element 1326 in FIG. 13, and the element 1506 in 
FIG. 19, 
FIG.20 is a flow diagram of a subroutine PACK that 

is called by the routine illustrated in FIG. 18; 
FIG. 21 is a flow diagram of a subroutine BUSY that 

is called at 1202 in the SIMA portion of the speech 

65 

4 
control program 104 shown in FIG. 12 and that is also 
called at 1302 in the SIMB portion of the speech control 
program 104 shown in FIG. 13; 

FIG. 22 is a flow diagram of the first half of the main 
part of the processor control program 204 which con 
trols the microcomputer 202 of the speech processor 
200; 

FIG. 23 is a flow diagram of the SPEECH portion of 
the processor control program 204; 
FIG.24 is a flow diagram of the TABLED portion of 

the processor control program 204; 
FIG. 25 is a flow diagram of the subroutine DODE 

LAY that is called at 2226 in FIG. 22 and at 2329 in 
FIG. 23; 
FIG. 26 is a flow diagram of the subroutine WRITE 

that is called at 2708, 2714, and 2720 in FIG. 27; 
FIG. 27 is a flow diagram of the subroutine SAY that 

is called at 2420 in FIG. 24; 
FIG. 28 is a flow diagram of the subroutine STATUS 

that is called at 2702 and 2730 in FIG. 27; 
FIG. 29 is a flow diagram of the subroutine READ 

MEM that is called at 2214 in FIG.22; at 2314, 2318, 
and 2322 in FIG. 23; at 2402 and 2412 in FIG. 24; and at 
2712 and 2718 in FIG. 27; and 

FIG. 30 is a memory map indicating what data is 
stored in what locations within the speech memory 214 
of the speech processor 200. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODEMENT 

FIG. 1 presents an overview block diagram of a digi 
tal speech system 100 designed in accordance with the 
present invention. The system 100 includes a program 
mable digital computer 102. While many types of com 
puters can be used in implementing the invention, the 
Apple II-- computer manufactured by Apple Com 
puter, Incorporated, was selected for use in construct 
ing the preferred embodiment of the invention because 
of its suitability for use in computer-aided instruction, 
its relatively low cost, and its present popularity among 
educators. The computer 102 typically would include a 
keyboard and a display monitor (not shown). Other 
accessories 108 of the computer 102 are attached to the 
computer 102 by means of a peripheral connector 106, 
and these might include disk drives and disk controllers, 
interfaces to external devices such as printers, local area 
networks, centralized computers, alternative central 
processing units, extra banks of memory, and other 
accessories 108. On the Apple II+ computer, the pe 
ripheral connector 106 includes eight Winchester 
#2HW25CO-111 50 pin printed circuit card edge con 
nectors, the wiring of which are described on pages 105 
to 109 of the book "Apple II Reference Manual” pub 
lished in 1979 by Apple Computer, Incorporated. 
Hence, eight accessories may be connected to the Apple 
II+ peripheral connector. Other compact programma 
ble digital computers provide equivalent peripheral 
connectors or equivalent connector means for enabling 
accessories to exchange information with them. In a 
preferred embodiment, the present invention contem 
plates connecting a speech processor 200 to the com 
puter 102 by means of the peripheral connector 106. 
The speech processor 200 generates an output signal 
AUDIO 602 that is fed into an audio system 600 where 
the signal is filtered and amplified and fed to a speaker 
604, which may be a loudspeaker as shown or a set of 
headphones, the headphones being possibly more ap 
propriate for use in a classroom setting. The speech 
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processor 200 and some or all of the audio system 600 
can be mounted on a printed circuit board that plugs 
into the peripheral connector 106. The computer 102 
can then be adapted for speech use by the simple act of 
inserting the speech processor 200 into a slot in the 
peripheral connector 106, leaving part or all of the 
audio system 600 and speaker 604 in a separate housing 
external to the computer. 

In accordance with the teachings of the present in 
vention, the programs of the computer 102 are aug 
mented by the addition of a speech control program 
104. The program 104 may take many different forms, 
and it may simply be part of a computer-aided instruc 
tional program that also performs many other tasks, 
such as monitoring keystrokes, writing letters, numbers, 
symbols, and colors on a display monitor, accessing 
data and programs stored on external memory files, and 
the like. But whatever its form and main function, the 
program 104 includes the necessary commands, instruc 
tions, and subroutines to communicate with the speech 
processor 200 and to cause speech to flow from the 
loudspeaker 604. 

In the detailed description that follows, an exemplary 
program 104 is described which is used to demonstrate 
the operation of the speech processor 200 with an oper 
ator typing in hexadecimal numbers to the computer 
102 to initiate the production of corresponding elements 
of speech. The program 104 disclosed herein thus simu 
lates how the system would function if a computer 
aided instructional exercise were supplying the hexa 
decimal numbers calling for the generation of speech 
rather than an operator on a keyboard. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE WIRED PORTIONS OF 

THE SYSTEM 
The wiring details of the speech processor 200 and 

audio system 600 are set forth in FIGS. 2 through 8 of 
the drawings. These figures are partly block diagrams, 
partly logic diagrams, and partly circuit diagrams. 
The logic diagrams of FIGS. 2 through 8 follow the 

following conventions: A signal is either a "normal' 
signal or an "inverted” signal. The names of signals are 
capitalized. If a signal name is overlined in the drawings 
and if a signal enters logic gates through a circle, then 
the signal is inverted. Inverted signals are "present" 
when at ground potential and "absent' when positive. If 
a signal name is not overlined and if a signal does not 
enter logic gates through a circle, then the signal is 
normal. Normal signals are "present' when positive and 
"absent” when at ground potential. Since the inverted 
or normal nature of a signal is apparent in the drawings, 
no mention of the normal or inverted state of a signal is 
normally made in this description. Instead, signals are 
simply described as "present' or "absent.” Logic ele 
ments shaped like a letter "D" (for example, the gate 
402 in FIG. 4) are control gates that "enable' the flow 
of one signal only if all the other signals entering the 
same gate are "present.' Logic elements shaped like 
bullets or arrows (for example, the gate 206 in FIG. 2) 
are signal combining gates that permit any input signal 
to flow through the gate to its output. Triangular gates 
(for example, the gate 208 in FIG. 2) simply invert a 
signal from normal to inverted or vice versa, and these 
gates are frequently not even mentioned in the descrip 
tion that follows, since their function is made clear in 
the drawings. The rectangles 502 and 504 in FIG. 5 are 
"J-K master-slave' flip flops whose operation is de 
scribed briefly below and much more fully in any text 
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6 
book on digital logic design. Conventional symbols for 
circuit and logic components are used throughout the 
speech processor 200. Transistor-transistor logic may 
be used in constructing the logical portions of the sys 
tem. The actual circuit configuration of the preferred 
embodiment differs somewhat in its details from the 
logic diagrams shown but gives rise to identically the 
same logical signal processing steps as these shown. For 
example, the two 2-1 select gates 210 and 212 in FIG. 2 
were actually constructed from a single 4-1 select gate 
having two control inputs and four eight-line signal 
inputs, two of which eight-line signal inputs have their 
signal lines strapped together to provide three eight-line 
signal inputs. The intention of the figures is to explain, 
as clearly as possible, the logical relationships that exist 
between the signals, rather than the particular combina 
tion of logic chips that gave rise to that logical relation 
ship. 

The Speech Processor 200 
With reference to FIG. 2, an overview of the speech 

processor 200 is presented. At the heart of the speech 
processor 200 lies a microcomputer 202 which gener 
ates the control signals that control the operation of the 
speech processor 200. The microcomputer 202 prefera 
bly is a Rockwell International Corporation R6500/1 
Microcomputer System, the details of which are de 
scribed in a publication dated June 1979, entitled "Doc 
ument No. 29650-N48: R6500 Microcomputer System 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION R6501/1 ONE-CHIP 
MICROCOMPUTER" published by Rockwell Inter 
national Corporation. The speech processor 200 also 
contains a speech memory 214 which is a 64K byte 
random access memory device constructed from up to 
eight 64K bit dynamic random access memory units No. 
TMS4164 manufactured by Texas Instruments, Incor 
porated. In addition, the speech processor 200 contains 
a voice synthesizer chip 216, Model TMS 5220 also 
manufactured by Texas Instruments, Incorporated. The 
voice synthesizer chip 216 is fully described in the 
Texas Instruments publication DM-02 dated June 1981 
and entitled "TMS 5220 Voice Synthesis Processor 
Data Manual.' 
The speech memory 214 is first loaded with speech 

data by the computer 102. The memory 214 has the 
capacity to hold about five minutes worth of speech 
which may be broken up into up to 608 discrete speech 
data segments. To load the memory 214 with speech 
data, the computer 102 first generates the necessary 
peripheral connector 106 signals to cause bus input 
logic 300 to generate a COUNT O signal 217. This 
signal 217 resets an 8-bit counter 218 to a zero count and 
also passes through a gate 206 and resets the 8-bit 
counter 220 to zero count. The outputs 222 and 224 of 
these two counters are alternately connected by the 2-1 
select logic 212 and by the 2-1 select logic 210 to the 
ADDR input 226 of the speech memory 214. The 2-1 
select logic 212 is driven by the PHASE O timing signal 
(see timing diagram FIG. 9) into alternate states at a 
rapid rate in order to present a complete 16-bit memory 
address to the speech memory 214 once during each 
complete cycle of the PHASE O signal 228. Accord 
ingly, the counters 218 and 220 determine which loca 
tion within the memory 214 is to be accessed, and the 
COUNT O signal 217 has forced these counters to ad 
dress the location $0.000 (Note: Throughout this de 
scription, a dollar sign signals a hexadecimal number). 
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Having set the address counters for the speech mem 
ory 214 to zero count, the computer 102 may now pro 
ceed to write data into successive locations within the 
speech memory 214. The computer 102 presents the 
data, one byte at a time, to the peripheral connector 106 
data leads D0-D7230 and simultaneously generates the 
necessary signals to cause the bus input logic 300 and 
timing logic 400 to generate a WRITE signal 232 (that 
enables the speech memory 214 to accept new data) and 
a CAS signal 234. The CAS signal 234 and an immedi 
ately preceding RAS periodic timing signal 236 cause 
the speech memory 214 to accept a byte of data from 
D0-D7230 and to store this byte in location S0000. The 
CAS signal 234 also advances the 8-bit counter 220 so it 
now contains a S0001. 
The above process is repeated until all the necesary 

data (up to 64K bytes) has been loaded into the speech 
memory by the computer 102. Each time a new byte is 
presented, the CAS, RAS, and WRITE signals 234, 236, 
and 232 load the byte into the speech memory 214, and 
the CAS signal adds one to the address count presented 
by the counters 218 and 220 (which are interconnected 
such that overflow or carry output from the counter 
220 flows into the count input of the counter 218 
through a gate 238). The computer 102 may thus load 
speech data into the speech memory 214 just about as 
rapidly as it can load data into its own internal memory. 
Within the speech memory 214, the speech data is 

organized as illustrated in FIG. 30. The variable-length 
speech data segments, each containing whatever data is 
required to cause the voice synthesizer to generate a 
voice message, are stored one after another in the loca 
tions beginning at $0540 and extending to the end of the 
memory (or to the end of the speech data). For each 
such segment, the two-byte address of the location in 
the speech memory where that segment begins is stored 
in any one of the pairs of locations within the range 
labeled vectors to speech data 3004. 

. The segment address, for example the one stored at 
3005 (FIG. 30), of a speech data segment is the displace 
ment (or index) away from memory location $0.080 of 
the vector for that segment divided by two. Hence, the 
segment address for the phrase whose vector (or start 
ing address) is stored in the locations $0.082 and $0.083 is 
S1; the segment address for the phrase whose vector (or 
starting address) is stored in the locations S0084 and 
$0085 is $2; and so on. Hence, a segment address is a 
number between S0 and $25F that can be used to iden 
tify a specific phrase. When doubled and added to 
$0080, and phrase address becomes the address of the 
location where the address of the start of the phrase is 
stored within the speech memory 214. 
The first two locations S0000 and S0001 within the 

speech memory 214 comprise the single command loca 
tion 3006. Whenever the computer 102 wishes to have 
the speech processor 200 produce speech, the computer 
102 proceeds as described above and causes the speech 
address counters 218 and 220 to be set to zero count. 
Next, the computer 102 feeds two bytes of data into 
these first two locations in the manner described above. 
Then the computer 102 actuates the signals from pe 
ripheral connector 106 in such a manner as to cause the 
bus input logic 300 to generate an ENABLE signal 242 
which sets a bistable 240 and causes the bistable 240 to 
generate a BDEN signal which places the microcom 
puter 202 into operation. As will be explained below, 
the microcomputer 202 then examines the contents of 
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8 
the single command 3006 location and takes whatever 
action the computer 102 has called for. 
A number of command options are available. The 

simplest command that the processor 102 can place into 
the single command 3006 location is a segment address 
3005. Upon receiving a segment address as a command, 
the microcomputer 202 causes the voice synthesizer 216 
to generate the corresponding segment as speech. 

If the command supplied is a number within the range 
of $0800 to $083F, the command informs the microcom 
puter 202 that a multiple series of commands have been 
placed in the multiple commands portion 3008 of the 
speech memory 214. The least significant six bits of the 
number supplied indicates how many commands have 
been placed in sequential memory locations S0002 
through to the end of the multiple command set. The 
individual commands within this set may be segment 
address commands or silent interval commands or both. 

If a command stored either in the single command 
region 3006 or multiple commands region 3008 falls 
within the numeric range SC000 to SFFFF, the con 
mand is a time delay command that orders the speech 
processor to do nothing for a predetermined number of 
12.5 millisecond time internals specified by the least 
significant 14 bits of the command. 
The computer 102 can, by proper manipulation of the 

peripheral connector 106 control signals, cause a STA 
TUS signal 244 to be generated by the bus input logic 
300 which causes status data presented at Port B of the 
microcomputer 202 to be gated through a gate 246 and 
presented to the data bus D0-D7 230 from which the 
status data may be read by the computer 102. This data 
can indicate, for example, whether the microcomputer 
202 is busy generating speech or otherwise executing a 
series of commands. A special number presented to the 
computer 102 on some of the leads D0-D7 230 can 
identify the speech processor to assist the computer 102 
when searching the peripheral connector 106 slots for 
the speech processor 200. Other status leads can indi 
cate such things as the size of the speech memory, if it 
is variable in size. 
Once placed into operation by the BDEN signal 241, 

the microcomputer 202 generates a LOAD signal 248 
that resets the bistable 240, flows through the gate 206 
to clear the counter 220, and flows to the LD (Load) 
input of the counter 218 thereby causing the counter 
218 to load itself with the number 250 presented at Port 
A of the microcomputer 202. At this time, Port A pres 
ents $0.000 to the counter 218. Accordingly, the two 
counters are cleared to zero count so they address the 
single command 3006 data in location S0000 of the 
memory 214. 

Next, the microcomputer generates a NEXT signal 
252 which the NEXT signal pulse generator 500 con 
verts into a carefully synchronized NEXT PULSE 254. 
The NEXT PULSE flows into the timing logic 400 and 
initiates an RAS 236 and CAS 234 signal sequence that 
transfers the contents of location S0000 within the 
speech memory into the latch 256 over the memory 
output bus 258 and that advances the counter 220 to a 
count of S0001 so the counters 218 and 220 now address 
location S0001. 
The microprocessor then terminates the NEXT sig 

nal 252 and initiates an EN DATA signal 260 that dis 
plays the contents of the latch 256 to the bus 250 and to 
Port A of the microcomputer 202. The microcomputer 
then accepts the byte of data from the bus 250. Immedi 
ately thereafter, the microcomputer 202 again generates 
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the NEXT and EN DATA signals in rapid sequence 
and thereby reads a second byte of data from location 
S0001 within the speech memory 214, leaving the 
counters 218 and 220 addressing memory location 
S0002. 
The microprocessor 202 next examines the 16-bit 

command it has retrieved from the speech memory and 
takes whatever action is appropriate, as is explained 
more fully below. If the address counters 218 and 220 
need to be reset to point to a specific address, the mi 
crocomputer 204 presents the most significant byte of 
the desired address to the counter 218 over the bus 250 
extending from Port A, and then it generates the 
LOAD signal to clear the counter 220 and load the most 
significant byte of the address into counter 218. Then, if 
the least significant byte of the desired address is non 
zero, the microcomputer 202 generates the NEXT sig 
nal 252 a number of times equal to the numeric value of 
the least significant byte. Since each NEXT signal 
causes the timing logic 400 to generate a CAS signal 234 
which advances the counter 220, the net effect of these 
operations is to set the counters 218 and 220 to the 
desired address value. By then generating the NEXT 
signal 252 and the EN DATA signal 260 in alternate 
sequence, the microcomputer 202 can step through and 
examine the contents of the speech memory locations 
starting with the specified address. 
The microcomputer 202 maintains its status at port B 

where it is available to the computer 102, including one 
data bit that indicates whether the microcomputer is 
“BUSY.' 

Since the speech memory 214 is dynamic, it must be 
"refreshed' periodically to keep it from losing data. At 
times when the speech processor 200 and computer 102 
are otherwise not using the memory 214, a REFRESH 
signal 262 connects the address input of the speech 
memory 214 to an 8-bit counter 264 that counts up 
wards continuously in synchronism with the PHASEO 
signal 228. The RAS signal 236 continuously pulses the 
memory 214 even in the absence of the CAS signal and 
thereby causes locations within the speech memory 214 
to be addressed by the count output of the counter 264. 
The RESET signal 266 from the computer 102 is 

applied to the microcomputer 202 and the next signal 
pulse generator to reset these devices whenever the 
computer 102 is reset. 
The Q3 signal 268 is an asymmetrical timing signal 

from the computer 102 that is fed into the microcom 
puter 202 to serve as a clock signal and to synchronize 
the operation of the computer 202 with the operation of 
the speech memory 214, which derives its timing from 
the PHASE O signal 228 in the computer 102. The 
timing relationship of the Q3 signal 268 and the PHASE 
O signal 228 is illustrated on page 91 of the "Apple II 
Reference Manual' book mentioned above. The Q3 
signal fluctuates at precisely twice the frequency of the 
PHASE O signal, going high for 300 nanoseconds each 
half cycle of the PHASE O signal. 
The Q3 signal 268 is applied to input pin 10 of the 

microcomputer 202, and the RESET signal 266 is ap 
plied to pin 39. The remaining four signals shown in 
FIG. 2 connect to bit positions in port C of the micro 
processor 202 as follows: 

Signal Name Ref. No. Port C. Bit Pos. 

NEXT 252 6 
EN DATA 260 3 
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10 
-continued 

Signal Name Ref. No. Port C Bit Pos. 

LOAD 248 1 
BDEN 241 0. 

The remaining four Port C signals are connected to 
the voice synthesizer 216 by a bus 270, and are con 
nected as follows: 

Signal Name Port C Bit Pos. 
RDY 7 
INT 6 
RS 4 
WS 2 

Port D, bits 0-7, connect respectively to the speech 
synthesizer 216 input leads which Texas Instruments 
has labeled "D7” through "D0'. This connection is 
established by a Bus 272. A 50 picofarad capacitor 274 
connects the OSC lead of the synthesizer to ground, and 
68,000 ohm resistor 276 and 50,000 ohm variable resis 
tor 278 connect this same lead to a negative 5 volt sup 
ply 280 which also connects to the voice synthesizer. 
While the connections are not shown, all the logic ele 
ments in FIG. 2 connect to a positive 5 volt supply and 
to ground. 

The Bus Input Logic 300 
FIG. 3 contains the logic that decodes the signals 

presented by the peripheral connector 106 and gener 
ates the control signals that establish communication 
between the computer 102 and the speech processor 
200, 
The signals shown in the lower half of the figure do 

not require decoding. Only the PHASE O timing signal 
228 is passed through a buffering gate 310 so that the 
peripheral connector is not unduly loaded. 

Peripheral connector 106 address leads A7 through 
A15 are decoded by gates 304,306, and 308 such that a 
signal CO8X312 appears whenever the binary address 
“1100 00001xxx xxxx” (where x may be “0” or “1”) is 
applied to the peripheral connector address leads. With 
reference to FIG. 4, the signal CO8X 312 passes 
through a gate 404 and becomes the REFRESH signal 
262 that causes the 2-1 select 210 to disconnect the 
refresh 8-bit counter 264 from the speech memory 214 
and connect it instead to the counters 218 and 220 
whenever the computer 102 may be attempting to feed 
data into the speed memory 214. 
The peripheral connector DEVICE SELECT signal, 

which selects a peripheral port whenever the computer 
102 addresses locations between SCONO and SCONF 
(where N is the peripheral connector port number), 
enables a 3 to 8 line decoder 302 to decode address lines 
A0, A1, A2, and A3 into the three control signals WOM 
282 (generated by address SCONO), COUNT O 217 
(generated by address $CON1), and ENABLE 242 
(generated by address $CON3). 

Timing Logic 400 
With reference to FIGS. 4 and 9, the speech system 

200 timing signals that govern the operation of the 
speech memory 214 are generated by the timing logic 
400. The Phase O timing signal 228 from the computer 
102 is fed through a series of three inverting time delay 
networks 406, 408, and 410. The first inverting time 
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delay network 406 feeds the PHASE O signal 278 
through 1,000 ohm resistor 412 and a 180 picofarad 
capacitor 414 to ground. The delayed PHASE O pulse 
at the node 416, where elements 412 and 414 join, is 
inverted and squared up by passage through a gate 418 
to become a PHASE 1 signal 420, as shown in FIG. 9. 
In a similar manner, the PHASE 1 signal 420 is fed 
through inverting time delay networks 408 and 410 to 
become the PHASE 2 signal 422 and the PHASE 3 
signal 424 whose timing relationships to the PHASE 1 
signal 420 is shown in FIG. 9. The network 408 includes 
a 1,000 ohm resistor 426 and a 150 picofarad capacitor 
428, while the network 410 includes a 1,000 ohm resis 
tor 430 and a 100 picofarad capacitor 432. 
With reference to FIG. 2, the PHASE O signal 228 

controls the 2-1 select 212 that alternately couples the 
counters 218 and 220 to the speech memory 214 address 
input. When the PHASE O signal 228 is low, a RAS 
signal 236 pulse loads one of the two counter's address 
signals into the memory 214. When the PHASE O sig 
nal 228 is high, a CAS signal 234 pulse loads the other 
counter's address signals into the memory 214. The 
CAS signal 234 then advances the counter 220 so that 
the next sequential location in the memory 214 is ad 
dressed during the next PHASE O timing cycle. 
Of course, the above sequence of operations assumes 

that either the computer 102 or the microprocessor 101 
is accessing the memory 214, so that its address signals 
are derived from the counters 218 and 220 and the CAS 
signal 234 is generated. At other times, the CAS signal 
does not arise, and the RAS signal actuates the memory 
214 to accept data from the refresh counter 264. 

Referring once again to FIGS. 4 and 9, the RAS 
signal 236 is formed by passing both the PHASE O and 
PHASE 1 signals through a gate 434 at whose output a 
signal appears whenever either of these two signals is 
present. The absence of an output from the gate 434 is 
defined to be the presence of the inverted RAS signal 
236 which goes high momentarily whenever the 
PHASE O signal goes low and then drops when the 
PHASE 1 signal goes high. 
The gate 436 prevents the CAS signal 234 from aris 

ing except when the PHASE O and PHASE 2 signals 
are both high. Accordingly, the CAS signal can only 
arise towards the middle of the period when the 
PHASEO signal is high, and the CAS signal terminates 
(and advances the counter 220 in FIG. 2) in synchro 
nism with the termination of the PHASEO signal 228. 
The CAS signal arises from either the WOM signal 282 
or the NEXT PULSE signal 254 flowing through the 
combining gate 438 and the blocking gate 436, and these 
respectively arise when the computer 102 (which gener 
ates the WOM signal) or the microcomputer 202 (which 
generates the NEXT PULSE signal) attempt to access 
the speech memory 214. 
The signal R/W 284 from the peripheral connector, 

which distinguishes a data read request from a data 
write request, is passed through a blocking gate 402 to 
become the WRITE signal 232 that enables the speech 
memory 214 to accept new data. The timing of the 
WRITE signal 232 is adjusted so that it is, in effect, a 
CAS signal whose onset is delayed slightly to coincide 
with the time when the computer 102 presents data to 
the data bus D0-D7230. The CAS signal 234 is passed 
through a gate 440 that is disabled at the onset of the 
CAS signal by the delayed onset of the PHASE 3 signal 
424. The delayed-onset CAS signal 442 that flows from 
the gate 440 is fed into the gate 402 to determine the 
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12 
timing of the WRITE signal. The gate 402 blocks the 
signal R/W from becoming the WRITE signal 232 
whenever the NEXT PULSE signal 254 signals that the 
microprocessor 202 is reading data out of the memory. 
The gate 402 also blocks the signal R/W whenever the 
WOM signal 282 is absent, since memory WRITE cy 
cles are signaled by the WOM signal 282. 

Next Signal Pulse Generator 500 
The NEXT signal 252 generated by the microproces 

sor must be converted into a carefully timed NEXT 
PULSE 254 (FIGS. 2, 5 and 9), and this conversion is 
carried out by the pulse generator 500. The NEXT 
signal 252 leading edge sets a JK master-slave flip flop 
502 whose Q output 506 enables the J input of a second 
JK master-slave flip flop 504. The next trailing edge of 
a PHASE O signal 228 toggles the flip flop 504, and it 
initiates the NEXT PULSE signal at 254. One PHASE 
O cycle later, the NEXT trailing edge of a PHASE O 
signal 228 clears the flip flop 504 and terminates the 
NEXT PULSE signal 254. A 510 picofarad capacitor 
508 feeds the trailing edge of the NEXT PULSE signal 
254 back to the inverted clear terminal of the flip-flop 
502 which is connected to ground and +5 volts by a 
pair of 1,000 ohm resistors 510 and 512. The circuit 
thereby resets itself and awaits the next NEXT signal 
252. 

Audio System 600 
The audio system 600 is a conventional audio ampli 

fier that accepts the AUDIO signal 602, adjusts its level, 
filters it, amplifies, and applies it to a loudspeaker 604. 
While the preferred embodiment of the invention has 

been described, it will be understood by those skilled in 
the art that numerous modifications and changes can be 
made without departing from the spirit of the invention. 
The claims that follow are intended to define the true 
spirit and scope of the invention. 
The AUDIO signal 602 is first applied across 1,000 

ohm resistor 606 and a 10,000 ohm potentiometer 608 
connected in parallel to ground. A 0.1 microfarad ca 
pacitor 610 connects the slider 612 of the potentiometer 
608 to a 4-pole active filter 614 having a 4,000 Hz low 
pass cutoff characteristic. The filter 614 connects to the 
input lead 6 of an integrated circuit audio amplifier 622. 
A feedback network comprising a 100,000 ohm resistor 
620 connected in parallel with a 510 picofarad capacitor 
630 connect pins 2 and 6 of the amplifier 622 together. 
Pin 1 is connected to ground by a 5 microfarad capaci 
tor 632, and a 100 microfarad capacitor connects the 
amplifier 622 output pin 8 to the speaker 604 which has 
its other lead connected to ground. The amplifier 622 is 
a National Semiconductor No. LM380 audio amplifier. 
Twelve volts of power for the audio amplifier 622 is 

provided by at 2 volt D.C. power supply 700 shown in 
FIG. 7 connected by a fuse 702 and an "off-on' switch 
704 to a 120 volt source of A.C. power 706. The power 
supply 700 is conventional. Optionally, the +12 volt 
power supply 700 can power a regulated at --5 volt 
power supply 800 shown in FIG. 8 which can feed at 
--5 volt power back to the speech processor 200 (FIG. 
2) to reduce or eliminate the drain on the power supply 
of the computer 102. The regulated at --5 volt power 
supply is conventional. 
The AUDIO signal 602 is first applied across 1,000 

ohm resistor 606 and a 10,000 ohm potentiometer 608 
connected in parallel to ground. A 0.1 microfarad ca 
pacitor 610 connects the slider 612 of the potentiometer 
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608 to a 4-pole active filter 614 having a 4,000 Hz low 
pass cutoff characteristic. The filter 614 connects to the 
input lead 6 of an integrated circuit audio amplifier 622. 
A network comprising a 100,000 ohm resistor 620 con 
nected in parallel with a 510 picofarad capacitor 630 
connects pins 2 and 6 of the amplifier 622 together. Pin 
1 is connected to ground by a 5 microfarad capacitor 
632, and a 100 microfarad capacitor connects the ampli 
fier 622 output pin 8 to the speaker 604 which has its 
other lead connected to ground. The amplifier 622 is a 
National Semiconductor No. LM380 audio amplifier. 
Twelve volts of power for the audio amplifier 622 is 

provided by at 12 volt D.C. power supply 700 shown in 
FIG. 7 that is connected by a fuse 702 and an "off-on' 
switch 704 to a 120 volt source of A.C. power 706. The 
power supply 700 is conventional. Optionally, the +12 
volt power supply 700 can power a regulated --5 volt 
power supply 800 shown in FIG.8 which can feed +5 
volt power back to the speech processor 200 (FIG. 2) to 
reduce or eliminate the drain on the power supply of the 
computer 102. The regulated --5 volt power supply is 
conventional. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMMED 
PORTIONS OF THE SYSTEM 

Processor Control Program 204 
In FIG. 2, the microcomputer 202 is shown contain 

ing a processor control program 204 which controls its 
operations. FIGS. 22 to 29 constitute a complete flow 
diagram of the program logic of the control program 
204. These flow diagrams are explained below. 

The SCAN routine 

With reference to FIG. 22, after performing certain 
housekeeping functions at 2202 to initialize the speech 
processor 200, program execution commences at SCAN 
and thereafter periodically returns to SCAN when all 
other tasks are finished. 
The microcomputer begins at 2204 by generating a 

momentary LOAD signal 248 to reset the bistable 240 
and load or clear the speech memory address counters 
218 and 220. The microcomputer then clears the “busy” 
bit of its status word at Port B and enters into a loop at 
2208 and 2210 where it repeatedly tests for the presence 
of a BDEN signal 241, indicating the computer 102 has 
set the bistable 240 and wishes some task performed. 
At 2212 the microcomputer sets the port B "busy' 

bit, and at 2214 it fetches the two byte command from 
addresses $0000 and S0001 of the speech memory 214. If 
the command is a number less than or equal to $25F, it 
is a phrase segment address-a simple request to have a 
particular speech segment reproduced. Detecting this at 
2216, the microcomputer stores zero in location 
PHRASE to indicate the phrase segment address is 
stored in speech memory location $0.000, and it stores a 
1 in location PHRASES, since this is the number of 
phrases to be reproduced. Program control then contin 
ues at SPEECH in FIG. 20. - 

If it is not a segment address, the microcomputer 
checks at 2220 for a request to process a multiple set of 
commands. The most significant byte of such a com 
mand is $80, and the least significant byte is the number 
of commands (presumably stored sequentially in speech 
memory locations S0002, S0004, etc.) that are to be 
executed, up to a maximum of $3F commands. If this is 
a multiple command processing request, the microcom 
puter stores the six least significant bits of the command 
(representing the number of commands to be executed) 
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14 
in location PHRASES and stores a 1 in the location 
PHRASE to indicate the first command to be executed 
is in the second 16-bit location of the speech memory 
(e.g., locations S0002 and $0003). Then program control 
continues at SPEECH in FIG. 23. 

If the command being decoded is not a multiple com 
mand request, the microcomputer checks at 2224 to see 
if the two most significant bits are set, indicating this is 
a time delay or pause request, with the remaining bits 
indicating the length of the pause measured in 12.5 
millisecond intervals. If so, the subroutine DODELAY 
in FIG. 26 is called at 2226. If not, then an error action 
is taken at 2228. In either case, program control returns 
to SCAN where the bistable 240 is cleared and the 
"busy" bit is also cleared and the microprocessor idles 
once more awaiting the next ENABLE command 242 
from the computer 102. 

The Speech Routine 
With reference to FIG. 23, the routine SPEECH 

begins at 2302 by checking to see if a multiple command 
sequence is being processed. If so, then program control 
shifts to 2318. The memory address counter is cleared to 
Zero by accessing the first two bytes of data in the 
speech memory. Then the desired phrase number (the 
number of the 16-bit location where the next command 
to be executed is stored) is placed in index register X at 
2320. A loop is then entered during each pass of which 
the next two speech memory bytes are read and index 
register X is decremented, with the loop (steps 2322, 
2323, and 2324) terminating at 2324 when the contents 
of the index register X equals O and the next command 
to be executed has been retrieved. '1' is then added to 
the number in PHRASE so that the next command in 
the speech memory will be selected the next time. 
At 2328, the command just retrieved is tested to see if 

it is a segment address (less than SC000). If it is, program 
control continues at SINGLE where single segment 
address commands are also processed. If a time delay 
request, the subroutine DODELAY is called at 2329 to 
process the request. One is substracted from the remain 
ing-to-be-executed command count in location 
PHRASES (at 2330), and PHRASES is checked to see 
if it equals zero. If not, program control branches back 
to SPEECH, and the next command is executed. If no 
more commands remain the "busy' bit is cleared at 
2334, and program control returns to SCAN in FIG. 22 
where the microcomputer 202 idles once again. 

The SINGLE Routine 

If a segment address is to be processed, program 
control continues at SINGLE with step 2304. First, the 
segment address is shifted and thereby multiplied by 
two to convert it into a relative byte address. Then 
$0.080, the base address of the speech data vectors stor 
age area (3004 in FIG. 30), is added to the relative ad 
dress to produce the two byte absolute address of the 
two locations containing the starting address of the 
segment of speech data. At 2306, the most significant 
address byte is presented to microcomputer Port A for 
presentation to address counter 218, and at 2308 a 
LOAD signal is generated to load this byte into counter 
218 and to zero counter 220. Now the least significant 
address byte is placed in index register X, and a loop 
(2312, 2314, 2316) is entered into during which NEXT 
signal pulses are generated to increment the counter 
220, while the index register X is decremented, until 
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register X contains zero and counter 220 now contains 
a count value equal to the least significant address byte. 
Program control continues at TABLED in FIG. 24 

where the vector address is retrieved by the generation 
of two NEXT pulses (step 2402). Now the two bytes are 
the most and least significant bytes of the actual starting 
address of the locations containing the speech data. 
Steps 2404, 2406, 2408, 2410, 2412, and 2414 are now 
executed in a manner virtually identical to steps 2306 to 
2316 just described in the last paragraph, leaving the 
counters 218 and 220 containing the actual starting 
address of the speech data when program control con 
tinues at DATADDR. 
At DATADDR, the microprocessor begins transfer 

ring the speech data to the voice synthesizer 216. At 
2416, the value SFF is presented to the synthesizer over 
Port D. Then a 300 microsecond delay is generated at 
2418. At 2420, the subroutine SAY (FIG. 27) is called 
upon to transfer the speech data to the synthesizer. 
Then, at 2422, 1 is substracted from the number of 
phrases or commands waiting to be processed. If more 
remain (2424), then program control returns to 
SPEECH in FIG. 23, and the next command is pro 
cessed. If none remain, step 2426 clears the BUSY bit, 
and program control returns to SCAN in FIG. 22 
where the microcomputer idles once again. 

Subroutine DODELAY 
... The subroutine DODELAY in FIG. 25 causes the 
speech processor to idle for the number of 12.5 millisec 
ond time intervals indicated by the 14 least significant 
bytes of the delay command. At 2502, the eight least 

... significant bytes are entered into the microprocessor's 
accumulator, and then a loop (2504, 2506, 2508) is en 
tered. Within this loop, the accumulator is decremented 
every 12.5 milliseconds until it equals zero. Next, the 
least significant bits of the most significant byte are 
stored in location ADDRO. A loop is then entered 
(2512, 2514, 2516). Within this loop, the number in loca 
tion ADDRO is decremented every 3.2 seconds until it 
becomes zero. 

Subroutine SAY 

FIG. 27 presents the subroutine SAY that transfers 
data from the speech memory 214 to the voice synthe 
sizer 216 until an entire phrase has been transferred. A 
loop (2702, 2704, 2706) is entered into during which the 
synthesizer status bits are retrieved and the talk status 
bit is checked over and over until it is cleared. At step 
2708, a command $06 is presented to the synthesizer 
over Port D of the microprocessor. After a 42 micro 
second delay (2710), a byte of data is transferred from 
the speech memory 214 to the voice synthesizer 216 
(steps 2712 and 2714). Program control then continues 
at REFILL. 
At 2716, the value “8” is placed into the index register 

X to serve as a loop counter. Then a loop is entered into 
(2718, 2720, 2722, 2724). During eight passes through 
this loop, eight bytes of data are transferred between the 
speech memory 214 and the voice synthesizer 216. 
Index register X is decremented during each pass, and 
when X contains zero, program control loops at 2726 
and 2728 until the INT signal line from the speech pro 
cessor goes high. Then at 2730 the synthesizer status 
bits are retrieved and checked. If they equal "6", then 
program control returns to REFILL, and another 8 
bytes of data are transferred. If they equal "4", the loop 
at 2726 and 2728 is commenced until the next interrupt. 
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If they equal zero, then the speech segment data transfer 
is done. Any other result causes an error return from the 
subroutine. The value tests are carried out at 2732,2734, 
and 2736. 

Subroutine WRITE 

The subroutine WRITE in FIG. 26 is called upon by 
the subroutine SAY in FIG. 27 to transferabyte of data 
from the microprocessor to the speech synthesizer. 
Since the data to be transferred is passed to the subrou 
tine in the accumulator, its contents are presented to 
Port D, the data lines leading to the synthesizer (step 
2602). 
The number SFB is applied to Port C to send a W 

signal to the synthesizer, signaling the data is ready 
(step 2604). A loop is then entered at 2606-2608 that 
samples the synthesizer RDY signal until it drops. Then 
SFF is applied to Port C to terminate the WS signal 
(2610). 

Subroutine STATUS 
The STATUS subroutine in FIG. 28 returns in the 

accumulator three status bits obtained from the synthe 
sizer. At 2802, the number SFF is presented at Port D to 
the synthesizer data lines. Next at 2804, the value SEF is 
presented at port C to generate the Synthesizer RS 
(read select) input signal. At 2806-2808, the system 
loops while continuously checking the "RDY' signal bit 
which is the most significant port C bit. When it goes 
low, synthesizer status data is read from port D into 
index register X (2810). SFF is presented to port C to 
terminate the RS signal (2812). The status data is trans 
ferred to the accumulator (2814), right shifted until bits 
5, 6 and 7 are bits 0, 1, and 2 (2816), and masked 2818. 

Subroutine READMEM 

This frequently-called-upon subroutine reads a byte 
of data from the speech memory 214 and increments the 
counters 218 and 220. It begins at 2902 by generating 
the NEXT signal 252 by presenting the number SDF to 
Port C. At 2904, it terminates the NEXT signal 252 and 
simultaneously generates an EN DATA signal 260 by 
presenting the number SF7 to port C. Next at 2906, the 
microprocessor reads in the byte of memory data pres 
ented to port A by the enabled latch 256. Finally at 
2908, all signals are terminated by presenting SFF to 
port C. 

Speech Control Program 104 
The speech control program 104 is a program within 

the computer 102 that calls upon the speech processor 
200 to generate individual and sets of speech segments 
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and time delays. Clearly, the present invention contem 
plates the development of many different types of 
speech control programs, including, for example, com 
puter-aided-instructional programs that do many things 
in addition to and, perhaps, simultaneously with the 
generation of speech. All such programs will include 
program elements that can pass data and commands 
over the peripheral connector 106 to the speech proces 
sor 200 and test the status of the processor 200, particu 
larly whether it is busy. So the speech control program 
described below is simply one example of how the 
speech processor 200 can be used in conjunction with 
the computer 102. The example chosen is a test program 
used by the developers of this system to emulate the 
operation of the speech processor 200 by computer-aid 
ed-instructional (CAI) programs. Only instead of hav 
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ing actual CAI programs passing commands to the 
speech processor, the emulation program described 
below permits a human to type out the number of the 
command or commands that are to be executed. This 
emulation program contains all of the "hocks' that any 
program would need to function as the speech control 
program element of the present invention, so it serves to 
illustrate the present invention quite nicely. It is also a 
relatively simple program. 

Main Program Routine 
FIGS. 10 and 11 together illustrate the main flow of 

the speech control program 104. After initializing the 
system by seeking out the slot in the peripheral connec 
tor 106 where the speech processor 200 is stored (at 
1002) and determining the size of the speech memory 
214, (at 1004) the program at 1006 asks if you wish to 
have the "soundtrack' or sound data set loaded. If you 
do, the program at 1010 transfers the sound data set 
from disk storage into the computer 102 memory and 
from there into the memory 214, assumedly filling loca 
tions $0080 to the end of the memory 3002 or some 
point short of the end of the memory (See FIG. 30). A 
frequently used multiple command sequence might be 
loaded into area 3008 at the same time. 
The program at 1012 and 1014 now asks you what 

you wish to do next. Your answer is analyzed at 
1102-1108 in FIG. 11. If you type A, indicating you 
wish to issue a single command, at 1102, you are routed 
to the SIMA routine in FIG. 12. If you typed B and 
thereby select a multiple command set, at 1104 you are 
routed to SIMB in FIG. 13. If you type C, the speech 
processor is reset at 1110, and program control returns 
to the very beginning with the reinitialization of every 
thing at INIT in FIG. 10. If you type X, the program at 
1108 returns you to the Apple monitor at 1112. Any 
other response simply returns program control to 
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SIMENU in FIG. 10 where the same question is re 
peated. 

Sima Routine 

FIG. 12 presents the program that lets you simulate 
the passing of single commands to the speech processor 
200. At 1202, the status of the speech processor 200 is 
checked. If the "busy" bit is set, program control re 
turns to the prompting point SIMULAT in FIG. 10. 
Otherwise, the speech processor is reset at 1204. Two 
hexadecimal digits are solicited at 1206 and checked for 
illegality at 1208. If illegal, they are rejected, and two 
more digits are requested. Then at 1210 the speech 
processor is placed into service. Program control then 
returns to the prompting point SIMULAT in FIG. 10. 

Simb Routine 

This is the routine that permits you to supply multiple 
commands to the speech processor 200. It begins at 1302 
by checking to see if the speech processor is in use. If 
not, at 1304 it asks you how many commands (phrases 
to be spoken and time delays) you wish to submit. The 
speech processor address counters are then reset to zero 
at 1306, and $80 is poked into speech memory 214 loca 
tion $0.000 and 1308. At 1310 your answer is accepted 
and tested at 1312 and 1314 to make sure it falls within 
the range of 1 to 63 commands. 
At 1316, the number of commands is stored in loca 

tion S0001 of the speech memory 214. Next, a loop 
encompassing steps 1318, 1320, 1322, and 1324 is en 
tered. During each pass, two phrase or time delay hexa 
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decimal digits are solicited, accepted, checked for er 
rors, and stored in sequentially adjacent locations in the 
speech memory 214 beginning with location S0002. 
This process continues until an error transfers program 
control back to SIMB or until the proper number of 
phrases and time delays have been provided. Then the 
speech processor is placed in operation at 1326, and 
program control returns to the SIMULAT reprompting 
entry point in FIG. 10. 

Miscellaneous Routines 
FIGS. 14-16 and 19 disclose some of the more de 

tailed aspects of the interaction between programs in 
the computer 102 and the speech processor 200. 
FIG. 14 describes a routine 1002 that searches for a 

peripheral connector 106 slot address from which the 
speech processor 200's identifying code $5B can be 
retrieved. This routine 1002 is part of the initialization 
routine INIT at the top of FIG. 10. 
FIG. 15 describes a routine used to inquire of the 

speech processor's status bits as to how large a memory 
the speech processor has. After initializing the proces 
sor at 1502, setting its counters to zero count, this rou 
tine stores the special command SFF00 in the processor 
(Note: the speech processor routine that responds to 
this special command is not disclosed in this application 
which assumes a fixed sized memory). Note that the 
bytes SFF and $00 are simply stored in computer 102's 
memory location "SCO80+$10 (Slot)" which means in 
location SCO90 if the processor is in slot 1, and so on. 
The speech processor is then enabled at 1506, and a 255 
millisecond timer is established at 1508. A loop (1510, 
1512, 1516) is then enetered. During each pass, this loop 
uses the machine language addressing scheme indicated 
at 1510 to transfer status data from the microcomputer 
202, through the latch 246, and into the accumulator of 
computer 102. When bit 4 (the "busy" bit) changes at 
(1512, the status data is accepted. Bits 1 and 2 indicate 
memory size at 1514. If the speech processor remains 
busy for too long, step 1516 routes program control to 
an error routine 1518. 
FIG. 16 illustrates the details of transferring speech 

data from a disk file into the speech memory 214. The 
file "soundtrack” is first transferred from a disk file into 
core memory at 1602. Then, one byte at a time, the data 
is presented to the memory location whose address is 
computed as shown at 1604. 
FIG. 17 illustrates how the speech processor can be 

reset. The slot number (of the peripheral connector slot 
where the speech processor 200 resides) is placed in 
index registry Y and is thereby added to the base ad 
dress SCO81 to produce the proper address. The "1" 
least significant digit energizes the B input of the 3 to 8 
line decoder 302 (FIG. 3) and causes the COUNT O 
signal 217 to reset the counters 218 and 220 (FIG. 2) to 
Zero, 

FIG. 19 is similar to FIG. 17 but illustrates how the 
speech processor is placed into operation by addressing 
the base address SCO83 instead of SCO81. The '3' 
actuates inputs A and B and therefore actuates output 3 
of the 3 to 8 line decoder 302 (FIG. 3) which is the 
ENABLE signal 1242 that sets the bistable 240 and 
places the speech processor 200 into operation. 

SAYTHIS Subroutine 

The subroutine SAYTHIS (FIG. 187) is used by both 
the routines SIMA (FIG. 12) and SIMB (FIG. 13) to 
solicit hexadecimal digits, check them for errors, pack 
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pairs of them into bytes, and feed the bytes to the speech 
processor 200. After prompting for two hexadecimal 
digits at 1802, the PACK subroutine accepts the digits, 
checks them for errors, and forms a byte from them. 
Steps 1806 and 1808 check to insure the digits are valid 
speech or delay commands. Then at 1810 the first byte 
of the command is fed into the speech memory 214. 
Then PACK solicits two more hexadecimal digits at 
1812, and these are transferred to the memory 214. 

PACK Subroutine 

This subroutine 2000 (FIG. 20) simply accepts two 
ASCII keystrokes, converts them to hexadecimal, error 
checks them, and packs them into a byte. 

BUSY subroutine 

This subroutine (FIG. 21) determines the busy status 
of the speech processor 200 by loading the accumulator 
from the address indicated at 2110 and selecting the 
fourth bit to test 2112 and 2114. The carry flag is used 
as a return argument at 2116 and 2120. If the processor 
200 is busy, the message at 2118 is displayed. 

Detailed Program Listings 
The following program listings were used to develop 

the computer programs that are to be found in the pre 
ferred embodiment of the invention. 
The first set of programs are designed for installation 

... in an Apple II-- microcomputer and for use in conjunc 
tion with that computer. A complete technical descrip 
tion of the Apple II computer, as well as a description of 
the mnemonic instruction language used below, can be 
found in the book entitled "Apple II Reference Man 
ual” published in 1979 by Apple Computer, Incorpo 
rated. Pages 118 to 128 of that book introduce the 6502 
microprocessor instruction set which is used in the 
programs that follow. Further information can be found 
in the book "Programming the 6502" written by Rod 
ney Zaks and published by Sybex Incorporated, Berke 
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The second set of programs are designed for installa 

tion in the read-only-memory portion of an R6500/1 
microcomputer system that forms a portion of the 
speech processor. This system is described in document 
No. 29650 N48 published in June of 1979 by Rockwell 
International Corporation, a manufacturer of this sys 
tem (the document is entitled: "R6500 Microcomputer 
System Product Description: R6500/1. One-Chip Mi 
crocomputer.”). The mnemonic instruction language 
for the R6500/1 is identical to that for the 6502 proces 
sor used in the Apple II+, so no separate reference 
book on the R6500/1 is required to understand the 
second set of programs. The R6500/1 contains 64 bytes 
of RAM positioned at memory addresses $0 to $03F and 
2K of ROM positioned at $800 to SFFF. All variables 
are stored in RAM and all programs are stored in ROM. 
Its four external ports A, B, C and D are located at 
addresses $80, $81, $82 and $83, respectively. 

Speech Control Program Listing 
The following is an actual program used to program 

the computer to operate the speech processor mainte 
nance and diagnostic routines and other material not 
essential to a full understanding of the present invention 
have been omitted to keep the listing as simple and 
understandable as possible. 
FIGS. 10 through 21 of the drawings constitute a 

complete, detailed flow diagram of the programs that 
follow Program address and subroutine names are the 
same in both the flow diagram and in the programs that 
follow. The main program is set out first, and it is fol 
lowed by the subroutines which are arranged in alpha 
betical order. 

Certain locations within the address space of the 
computer enable one to access the peripheral connector 
bus and to communicate over the bus with the speech 
processor. Those locations are assigned symbolic ad 
dresses which are indicated on the first page of the 

ley, Calif. The Apple III peripheral connectorbus and 40 program listing that follows. The locationsLOT con 
- all of its signals, including those shown in FIG. 3, is tains the slot number where the speech processor is 
described on pages 106 to 109 of the "Apple II Refer- located within the computer, and this slot number is 
ence Manual,” and the timing of these signals is indi- frequently used in computing the addresses which are 
cated on page 91 of that book. assigned to the various symbolic names. 

FACE ZERO VARIABLES 

OFF ECU F9 OFFSET TO ESCAPE APPLE OS 
PHRASES ECU PHRASE 
SO ECU 7 3LOT OF SPEECH BOARD (OO - 7 O.) 
3 TS ECU 8 B I WIDTH OF MEMORY ( 0-3) 
MIT ECU 9 MEMORY LIMIT: O O - 8, 4 O - 4 8 O-2 

TEMP EU 1 O TEMPORARY USB 
MEMORY ECU 1 CARD POINTER: 8 CO 80 0 (SOT) 
Tatus Eau 13 STATUS POINTER : B COOO 00 (SLOT ) 
TEXT ECU O OFF TEXT ADDRESS 
ASC ECU 23 OFF ERROR ASC DAA 
CHAR ECU 3 OFF TEMP 
AOR ECU 4 OFF OEUG US 
orotAND ECU 64 OFF CURRENT DI AGNOST C COMMAND 

ASSEMBLER CONSTANTS 
R 

KEYDATA ECU S COO 0 KEYBOARD DATA 
CLRKEY ECU S CO ... O ACCESS CLEARS KEY FLAC 
MEMORC, EU 9 O O O 
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1. 

1 O ORT ASS CNMENTB 
R 

MEMORY as SPEECH BOARD WRITE MEMORY is CO 80 - 6 1 0 (SLOT ) 
RESETO ECU S CO 8 RESET ADDRESS COUNTERS 
REST EU CO .. 2 RESET SPEECH BOARD ( NMI / ) 
STATUS as R 650 O 3ATUS OUTPUT COOO 81 00 (SLOT). 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + 

3USY VAL D B 2 
+ - - - - - - sh me as a a us - so on a uses on is us - an e s as a sh p - a on amous as a 
BT 7 6 5 4. 3. 2 O 

?t MEMORY B. W. DTH : VAD 31, 2 MODE MEMORY 
O X X NVA. D 3 ZS 

NIT : 53 O O 2 B S SK 
BITS : SBN 1. O 1. 4 B S 32K 
A.K. : D N. O 6 3 S d K 
DONE : S. N. 1 3 TS 4K 

R 

ENAB- ECU CO 83 ENABLE S. GNA. O. R. 6 SO) 
PRE 4 ECU S CO 88 PRESE / DATA POR 
STATS ECU S CO 8A SATUS 
OS 220 ECU S CO - C S 220 
MASTER ECU S CO 8 E MASTER CONTROL PA 
t 

SUBROUTINE NKAGES 
R 
ROKEY ECU FOOC READ KEYBOARD is A. 
COUT ECU S FDE D SPLAY A 
PRBYTE ECU FDDA PRINT A A3 2 ASC CHAR. 

R ORG MEMORG 

JMP NT 
JMP SMENU 
JMP TS 2E 

The “SUBROUTINE LINKAGES' listed above are grams and the user sitting before the keyboard and 
linkages to external subroutine utilities which form a 40 display. 
part of the operating system of the computer and which The following program initializes the computer, 
facilitate single byte communication between the pro- searching the accessory slots for the speech processor. 

t 

NIT NOP 

FIND WHICH SLOT WE ARE US ING 
CO 
DX SC 1 SLOT 

SOS DA C OO READ SATUS IN SOTS 
CMP is 53 PROPER RESET STATUS 
BEC SLOTTED 
NX 
SX SOS 2. NCREMENT READ ADDRESS 
CPX C8 PAST LAST SLOT 

C. C. S.O.S KEEP SEARCHING 

SPEECH 9 OARD NOT IN ANY SOT 

JSR DOTEXT 
ASC SPEECH BOARD NOT FOUND" 
DFB to 
JMP FL 

SLOTED STX STATUS 1 
to A O SET STATUS CARD PONTER 

STA STATUS 
JSR CRLF 
JSR DOTEXT 
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ASC "SPEECH BOARD IN SLOT 
DFB 0 
OA SAUS 

AND 7 
SA SO NOT CORREC SLOT X 6 6 YET 
ORA BO CONVERT TO ASC I 
JSR COUT 
JSR CRLF 

r 
OA SO SLO 6 s. SLO. 

ASL 
AS. 
ASL 
ASL 
3A SO 
ORA 8 O OW OF SC 08 O - 6 (SLO) 
STA MEMORY MUST USE (MEMORY X) ADDRESS MODE; 
DA SCO MEM, Y OR (MEM) , Y CAUSE DOUBLE 
SA MEMORY ACCESS : SKPS MEMORY LOCATIONS 

The following code asks the speech processor how 
large its memory is. For purposes of this disclosure, it is 20 
assumed that the speech processor has a full size 64K 
RAM, and all code relating to the handling of smaller 
size memories has been deleted. A flow chart appears in 
FIG. 15. 

F. L. RAM FOR SE CAL CULATION 

DY 3LOT 
OX O 

LDA RESETO Y ERO ADDRESS 
DA B F F 

STA (MEMORY,X) FF DOOO 
OA O Sir EMORY, x) 00-0601 
DA ENABLE Y SNAE SOO 

BS ZE DA 2 SS 255 MS T ME OUT 
STA TEMP 
DY 3LO 

BIT LOOP LDA (STATUS) Y 
AND 4 
BNE GOTBT 3 IT WHEN MEMORY S2E KNOWN 
LDX 8 CS CWES MS DELAY 
JSR SLAY 
DEC EP 
B NE BOOP LOOP UNT GOTB OR MEOUT 

JSR CRLF 
JSR DOTEXT 
Asc "rried our wait Inc ForreroRY size" 
DF3 

GOTBT JSR CRLF 
DY 3 O. 
DA (SATUS) Y READ MEMORY CODE FROM 650 0. 

ANO 3 
3A 3S wam-mm-ram-m- 

a SET DAGNOSTIC MEMORY L. MTS 

LOY 0 s Bir MT 
gTY LIMIT 

. The routine FILL, flow charted in FIG. 10, transfers 60 speech processor's RAM and illustrates how speech 
speech data from the disk file SOUNDTRACK into the data is loaded into the speech processor. 

F. E., EMORY ACCORD ING TO is YE 

.. SR CF a 
JSR DOTSX 
ASC "LOAD SOUNDTRACK ol 
DFB 0 

f 
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DA CRK2Y 
JSR ROKEY GET RESPONSE 
JSR COU 
AND S 7 F - conver T TO ASCII 
CMP Y - - 

NE 3 MENU 
JSR DOTEXT 
H2X 3D 34 DOS CODE 

ASC "BOAD SOUNDTRACK A 7000" 
HEX 8 DO O. r 

OY SO 
OA RESEO Y ZERO ADDRESS 
DX 7 O H B UFFER STAR 
3X ADOR 
OY ( ) O BUFFER START 

gTY ADDR 

CRAM DA (ADOR) Y READ BUFFER DATA 
s SORE NTO DRAM 
ENE CRAMT 
NC ADDR 
D ADDR - 1 

CPX 79 DONE 
BCC. CRAM 

The routine SIMENU and SIMULATE, flow phrase request number and then initiates operation of 
charted in FIGS. 10 and 11, asks the user for a speech the speech processor. 

1 t t t t t t t t t 3 MULATE a a a 
1. 

FUNCON: SIMULATE APPLE WITH INDEPENDENT SOO ONBOARD 
st NPUTS : ACCEPS CHARS FROM TS MENU 
OUTPUTS : INSERTS COMMANDS INTO DRAM, AND EXECUTES 
DESTROYS : A, X, Y, PHRASES M 

S 

C.A.L.S : SAYTHIS MESAGE, ROKEY, OOTEXT 

MENU JSR CRLF 
JSR CR. F. 
JSR CRF 
JSR DOTEXT - - - - - - T 

ASC APPLE SPEECH SIMULATOR MENU" 
DFB 0. 
SR CRF 

JSR CRLF 
JSR DOTEXT g 
Asc "A. SINGLE PHRASE 
DFB 0 
JSR CRLF 
JSR DOTEXT ulti-PHRASE" ar 

ASC 
DFB 0 
SR CRLF 

JSR DOTEXT ... -- e 
Asc arc, RESTART speech BOARD 
DFB 
JSR CRLF 
JSR DOEXT 
ASC ax. EXIT TO APPLE MONITOR." 
DFB 

SIMULAT J SR CRLF 
LDX ... O 
JSR MESAGE YOUR CHOICE . " 

DA CRKEY C EAR KEY FLAG 
JSR ROKEY GET RESPONSE 
JSR COUT 
AND 7 F 
CMP A 
3 EO 3 (MA ONE FHRASE 
CMP 3 
EC 3 MB MULT. PHRASES 
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CMP X 
BEC MONOUT TO APPLE MONTOR 
JMP S MENU EGA, NIPU 

MONOUT IMP 8 FF 6 9 APPLE MONTOR 

The routine SIMA, flow charted in FIG. 12, accepts 
a single speech phrase number and passes it to the 
speech processor. 

SINCE PHRASE 

MA JSR USY SOO BUSY 
3CC. AOK w 
JMP 3 MUL.A. 

AOK LOY SLOT 
STA RESETO, Y RESET ADDRESS COUNTERS 
JSR SAYTHIS GET PARAMETERS 
C S S MA LEGA, PHRASE 

LEAVE2 LDY sloT 
LDA ENABLE, Y ENAs. E 6 SO 0 

SIMULA 1 JMP SIMULAT NO DATA EXPECTED 

The routine SIMB, flow charted in FIG. 13, accepts 
a multiple speech phrase request and passes it on to the 
speech processor. 25 

U. -PHRASE 

SB JSR BUSY SOO USY 
3CC ROK 
JMP SIMULAT 

OK LDX 2 
JSR MESAGE " . PHRASES TO SAY " 
LOY SOT 
LDA RESETO, Y ERO ADDRESS COUNTERS 
LDA BO MUT COD 
JSR STORE 
JSR PACK GET O OF PHRAS 23 
BEC SIMULA 1. OUT FOR NONE 
CMP 63 MAX PHRASES 
BCS SIMB 
SA PHRASES 
JSR SORE TO DO 

NMULTI NOP 
JSR 3AYH S COECT PARAMERS 
3 C S S M3 ECA, NPUT 
JSR SPACE 
JSR SPACE 
LDX PHRASES 
DEX 
TXA 
JSR PRBYTE NUMBER ING FROMPT 
JSR DOTEXT 

ASC LEFT. It 
DFB 0. 
DEC PHRASES 
BNE NMULT SET PARAMETERS FOR A PRASES 
JMP EAVE 2 DO. T. 

The following subroutines, listed in alphabetical or 
der, support the operation of the above routines. 

a t t t t t t t e BUY CHECK 

st FUNCT ON: SEE F SO of 3 AVA AB, FOR COMMANDS 
NPUTS : 6500 / 1 STATUS, SLOT 

st OUTPUTS : MESSAGE AND C as F U.SY. 
DESTROYS : A Y 

USY DY 3LOT 
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LDA (STATUS), Y is 6500 Bus Y 7 
AND BIT 7 IS 3 USY 3 
BEC NOTB U.SY USY 
JSR CRLF 
JSR DOTExT 
Asc "speech BoARD Is Bus Y Now." 
DFB 
SEC ; BUSY FLAG 
RS 

NOTE: USY CC ; NOT BUSY FLAG 
RTS 

R RETURN LINE FEED 

FUNCION: DISPLAY RETURN NE FEED O ERM INA 
INPUTS : NONE 
OUTPUTS : CR s LF 
DESTROYS : NI 

t 

CAS : COUT 

C RF PHA 
LA 3D 
JSR COUT 
PA 
RS 

t t t t t t t t t t t PROGRAMMABLE DELAY g g g : 

FUNCION: DELAY 
INPUTS : X HAS E. AY PARAMBER 
OUTPUTS DELAY as 1 2 - 5x MI CROSE CONDS AT 1 MHz 
DESTROYS : X 

O E, AY Oc 
.NE DAY 
Rs. 

R. R. R. DSPLAY TEXT t . . . . . . 

FUNCTION: DISPLAY MESSAGES TO THE CRT. 
NPUTS : ASCI STRING ATER THE JSR, 8 OO END FLAC . 

OUTPUTS: CRT MESSAGE DISPLAY 
R DESTROYS : A YTEXT 

DOT PA ' 
ETA RETURN ADDRESS MESSAGE START. 
PA 
STA TEXT 
OY 

ECHR LDA (TEXT) Y GET MESSAGE YE 
BEC TXTEND O MESSAGE END 
SR COU 
NY 

ENE CECHR AX 2 SS CHAR 
TXTEND TYA 

CLC Y 

ADC EXT RETURN EXT - Y OFFSE 
STA Ext 

O 
ADC Ek 
PHA PUSH H PART FRS 
OA EXT 
HA Ug O PART LAST 
RTS 

MESAGE . . . . . . . . . . 

FUNC, ON: D SPLAY ERROR MESSAGES 
NPUTS : X MESSAGE NUMBER 

OUTPUTS : V DEO Ex 
DESTROYS : A 
CALLS : CRLF, FRTBYTE, OUTPUT 
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ESAGE SR CRLF 

AKE ESSAGE OFFSE FROM 

TXA 
ASL MULTIPLY BY is 
ASL 
ASL 
ASL 
AY 

LDX 6 - 1 CHARACTERS TO OSPLAY 
PRTERR LDA MESS Y 

SR COU 
NY 
DEX 
BPL PRTERR OO AL CHARACTERS 
RTS 

M M M M M M M M M M M M M. 

CHAR O 
POS II ON: 1 2 3 4 56789 0 1 2 3 4 56 
SS ASC. ' You R CHOICE . ." O 

Asc "PHRASE DOOO-O 26 O", i. 
ASC PHRASES TO OO 2 s 

HEX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

HEX 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 
ABC DAG. " 

O2 O 
1 

st a a PACK ASC O HEX t t t t t t t t t st 

FUNCTION: CONVERT 2 ASC YTES TO HEX BYTE 
NPUTS : 2 AC HEX BYTES FROM T. ENCODER 

OUTPUTs : A HEX YTE, C. 1 F RROR 
a DESTROYS : A CHAR 

P 

CALL S : RoKEY. As CN 

ACK JSR ROKEY GE AS DAM 
SR COU 
SR AS CBN CONVERT TO BINARY 
g NOTHE X FOR NON HEX DATA 

ASL MOVE TO LEFT N BE LE 
ASL 
AS, 
SA HAR 
JSR ROKEY to ND CHAR 
JSR COU * 
JSR AS C3 N. CONVER O 3 (NARY 

3 NO HEX FOR NON HE DAA 
OA CHAR A. CO3 NE N 33. SS 
C, NO ERROR 

PAKOUT RTS 
NOTHEX LDA A as NON E OAA 

JSR OU 
LA ASC GE AD AS IN 
SR PRY 

SEC ; ERROR FLAG 
RS 

CONVER ASC O NARY it it as a 

FUNCT ON: CONVERT ABC YE TO NARY Bye 
NPUTS : A SC NPU 

OUTPUTS : A BINARY ( O-F) C. F NON HEX INPUT 
DESTROYS : A, ASC 
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ASC. N. AND 7 F 
SA ASC 
C.O. 
CMP 3A ASC NUMBER 
BM NUMBER 
CMP 4 BEWEEN A - F 
BMI OUT NON-HE 
CMP 47 OWER F 

OUT NON-ER 

3C 7 PARAL CONVERS ON OF A - F 
NUMBER SEC 

SBC CONVERT NUMBERS O. 9 
BMI OUT NON-HE 
C. L. C. 
RS 

m 

OUT SC ERROR 
Rig 

R AY His a a 

FUNCT ON: COLLECT PHRASE NUMBERS 
NPUTS : 4 DI GT HEX PHRASE 000 - 26 O, COO O - 

OUTPUTS: PLACE COMMANDS INTO DRAM, C. SET IF ERROR. 
DESTROYS : DRAM, A 

s 

CALLS : ROKEY, PACK 

AYH S DX 
SR ESAGE HEX PHRASE " 
JSR SPACE 
JSR PACK GE H ADDRESS 
CMP 2 OWER SPEECH 
BCS NOWO CS NO EP ECH 

DECODE JSR SORE NTO DRAM 
SR ACK 
JSR STORE 
C.C. 
RTS 

NOVO CB CMP CO DEAY 
BCS DEL COO 
2. ERROR FLAG 
s 

PACE . . . . . . . . . . 

st FUNCTION: OUTPUT SPACE FOR APPLE 
st INPUTS : ENTRY 
OUTPUTS : SPACE 
DESROYS : A 
CAL L S : COUT 

PACE DA AO 
JMP COUT 

t t t e STORE INTO EMORY a a se eye 

FUNCTION MEMORY STORE 
s T NUMBS, (SOT) 

: DAFA NTO gEMORY OCATION 
st DESTROYS : A TEMP 

ORE PHA 
STX EMF 
OX O sa EUP NOS X 

Processor Control Program Listing 65 invention have been omitted to keep the listing as simple 
The following is the actual program used to program and as understandable as possible. 

the microcomputer in the preferred embodiment of the FIGS. 22 through 29 of the drawings constitute a 
invention. Maintenance and diagnostic routines and complete, detailed flow diagram of the programs that 
other material not essential to understanding the present follow. Program address and subroutine names and 
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some variable names are the same in both the flow dia 
gram and in the programs that follow. The main pro 
gram is set out first, and it is followed by the subroutines 
which are arranged in alphabetical order. 
As the “I/O PORT ASSIGNMENTS’ portion of 5 

this listing indicates, microcomputer port A is ad 
dressed as “PRE64,” port B is addressed as "STAT65,' 
port C is address as "MASTER,” and port D is ad 
dressed as "D5220.” The bit assignments within these 
locations to external signals is also set out in this section. 
With reference to "MASTER' or "PORT C:' the 

R PAGE ZERO WAR ALS 

OFF EU 
ADORO ECU O OFF 
ADDR ECU OFF 
NUMBITS ECU 2 OFF 

MIT ECU S OFF 
TEXT ECU 4 OFF 
ASC 2CU OFF 
CHAR ECU 7 OFF 
ADOR SOU OFF 
PATERN ECU SA-OFF 
START ECU S 3 OFF 
MEND ECU DOFF 
PHRASE SCU O OFF 
PHRASES ECU S 1 1 OFF 
BYTE ECU S 12 OFF 
COMMAND ECU S 13 OFF 
TEMPx ECU 4 OFF 
TEMPY 3GU S S OFF 
DATADEL ECU S 6 OFF 
UMBO ECU 8 7 OFF 

EMORC, Eau 8 BDO 

/ O Or Ass GNMENTS 

PRE6 4 

36 
NEXT signal is called NXT and is assigned to bit 5; the 
EN DATA signal is called EN and is assigned to bit 3; 
the LOAD signal is called LD and is assigned to bit 1; 
and the BDEN signal is called BDEN and is assigned to 
bit 0. The four remaining signals, RDY, INT, RS, and 
WS all flow between the voice synthesizer and the 
microcomputer. 
The following table assigns names and locations to 

variables and assigns names to the system ports and 
10 control register. 

NO OFs ET INR 6500 
DATA FROM ADDRESS O 
DATA FROM ADDRESS 
NUMBER OF BITS N RAM. BYTE 
O AGNOST. C. EMORY L. M. 
- TEXT ADDRESS 
- NOT USED IN R A SOO 
- NOT US ED N. R. SOO 
TABLE, DEBUG USE 
- MEMORY TESTING PATTERN 

EXAMINE MEMORY START, 
EXAMINE END LOW 

ign PHRASE 
OW 

a 3 ( ) is S NGL, ) 
TAL OF PHRASES TO DO 1 - 31 
SCRATCH PAD FOR RAM READ 
O AG COMMAND 
TEMPORARY 
TEMPORARY Y 
NER-OAA DEAY IN MS 
DATA CHECKSUM G. W.N. Y S 'A' 

R45 00 START 

ECU B 0 PORT 
STAT6. S ECU S PORT 

a e o co - - ch as e ced as as as a as as a on as a sco be a co de - as as as as a cro cap an on - 
st USY I VAL D 3 32 

+ a c e a coco 4 as a c + as c as 4 - so e - as a e - e as as e - 4 o osae as 4 - e s a 4 
BIT 7 $ s 4. 3. 2 

t EMORY 3 T W OH: VAD 3 32 MODE MEMORY 
O NVA. O S ZE 

INI : 53 1. O O 2. BITS 6K 
3 : S. N. O 4 3 S 2K 

t TALK : D 3 N. O 3S 4 K 
DONE: SN 3 6 4.x, 

MASTER OU 2 T PORT C 

+----- on a an an as a so a as no use a all o on me as a as so as a s a secre on as a as plans an as a on an an us aro ce 

I RDYI NT NXT Rs 1 / EN I ?wg. I / LD I BDEN 
- - - F - Fost as or - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4- - - - - a cro as os as dh an up as a coca 
3 T 7 s 4. 3 2 
USE O 

DS 22 O Eau 3 PORT D 
ch as as a on as as as as as a cro sh as Co as a on as an or cle as a as on ao sh cre cre as as a cre as are as us to us us sh on a cre aro are a co 

TALK NC BUFFER LOW BUFFER EMPTY 
c - as on as an uo as alo a co e a co an aro as as as as e s an as am as d as or no an o os can cup a go us an up me. a as dh an up as as as ago as 
BT 7 d 5 4. 

t 

CONTROL, ECU F CoNTROL REGISTER 
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The following speech processor RAM memory map 
and speech command key forms a part of the processor 
control program's comments. 

DYNAMIC RAM. Allocation 
* FFFF -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------- ah 

R T 5220 
SPEECH DATA 

st OS 4 O 
th a on as is a a as us up dip up p a so a sm do t 

05.3 F H. H. SOUNDTRACK 
OS3E LOW SOUNDTRACK 
O53D H I LAST VAL ID DATA ADDR 
O53C LO LAST VAL ID OATA ADDR 

as s as a s as a do as the who a as a to as a 

O 53B VECTORS TO SPEECH DATA 
O OB 2 IN LOW H FORMAT 

has a on an as a as a a a se an as a as as as a a 
R O OB 1 UNUSED 
it. O OB O SORED DATA CHECKSUM 

a so a wo P as as an am on as an an as as as a as an us al 
0 (0.7F SPEECH COMMANDS AND 

D AGNOST. C. PARAMETERS 
O PHRASE D H I a LOW 

OOOO + -a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - on a co as as a 

R 

a SPEECH COMMANDS (H PART) 
a co-02 SPEAK THIS PHRASE (TO 1260) 

1 0 - 1 F DAGNOSTICS 
st 20 - 7 F 
R 30 MULTIPHRASE SPEAK 
ft 3 - BF 
R CO-FF PROGRAMMED DELAY 
R 

The program segment which follows initializes the 40 size. For purposes of this description, a full 64K mem 
microcomputer. Some portions which have been omit- ory is assured, and NUMBITS therefore contains the 
ted determine how much memory is present and set a integer 3 to signal this fact. The program comments are 
value in location NUMBITS to indicate the memory retained unchanged from the actual program listing. 

INITIALIZE ALL I to PORTS 
ORG MEMORC, 

RESET MP RES 
MP SCAN 

JMP ENWAIT1 SIMULATION 
JMP ENWA T2 SMUA ON RE - ENRY 
JMF BITSET SMULATION 

RES NOP 
LOA O 
STA CONTRO R 6500 CONTROL. REC. 

DX S 3 F 
TS 
DA FF 
SA PRE & 4 
SA DS 22 O 

t 
OX 3 F SE A PAGE ZERO RAM TO S 11 
A S O CEAN UP D . AGNOSTIC F 

NITRAM STA O X 
DEX 
BNE NAM 
LDA B F 
STA MASTER SET CONTROS 
DA S3 SHOW SATUS: APPE. F. NDS, SOT 



st N. A. Z. E 

SYN 

SA 
LDA 
STA 

OY 
LDA 
JSR 
DX 

JSR 
DEY 
3NE 

39 
STAT6. S 

9 
DATADEL 

SYNTHES ZER 

9 
6 FF 
WRE 
60 
DELAY 

YN 
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1 9 MS OATA DEAY 

WRTE 9 BFF BYTES 

WRITE TO S 22 O 

NEED 300 US RESET DELAY 

DO ALL 9 FFS 

The main processor control program listing follows. 
It is flow charted in FIGS. 22 through 25, starting with 
the entry SCAN in FIG. 25. 

a 

CAN 

ENWAir2 

DA 
SA 
LA 
STA 
LDA 
AN) 
STA 

DA 
AND 

C 

DA 
ORA 
STA 
DA 
STA 
DA 
SA 

MAIN PROGRAM 

FD 
ASTR 
8 FF 

MASTER 
NUMB 3 

7 F 
SAS 
MASTER 

NWA 2 

NUMBS 
O 

STATS 

PRA32 

HRAS S 

GE COMMANDS 

NOAK 

NOMU 

DEA 

R 
LDA 
CMIP 
CC 

BNE 
LDX 
CP 
CC 

CMP 
NE 

LDA 
gA 
LDA 
AND 
SA 
JMP 
CMP 
CS 

CMP 
CS 
JSR 
JMP 

SADO 
ADORO 
2 

SPEECH 
NOTA.K. 
ADOR 

O 
PCH 
2 

NOMU 

PHRASE 
ADOR 

F 
PHRAS 23 
SPEECH 

CO 
DS. A 
20 

3CAN 
OODEAY 

AN 

a 

WOAD a 0 
A LOAO as 
DSABLE BOARD 

ESE U.SY NE 
USY 0 

WA FOR NE OAO NA32 

sus Y. 1 IN STATUS 

DEFAULT TO SINGLE PHRASE 
DEFAULT 1 HRASE 

RAD OC OG 

PHRA35 300 PAST 
OO SP. CH 
NOT SPEECH 

MAX HRASE IS 2 SF 

MULTIPHRASE COMMAND 

g 

FIRST ONE TO SAY 
A OF PHRASES 

DEAY 

O AGNOST. C. 
ERROR N J. 

The SPEECH segment is flow charted beginning in 
FIG. 23 and the TABLED segment is flow charted in 
FIG. 24. 

t 

CET WORD START FROM THE TABLE 
DA PHRASS O FOR SINGLE PHRASE, SPEECH - S 1 ELSE 
EC SINCE / 



NEXTSET 

3 NC. E. 

AVO 

AED 

AUTO2 

DAADOR 

JSR 
LDA 
AND 
AX 

JSR 
SA 
JSR 
BTA 
DE 
NE 
NC 

LDA 
CMP 
3C 
SR 
DEC 
NE 

JMP 

ASL 
RO 
LDA 
CLO 
CLC 
ADC 
SA 
LDA 
ADC 
SA 
SR 
o 

BE 
SR 
Dex 
NS 

JSR 
SA 
SR 
JSR 
LDA 
LOX 
3E 
SR 
DEX 
NE 
NOP 

41 
READ O 
PHRAS 

F 

READMEM 
ADORO 
README 
AOR 

NETSE 
PHRASE 
AODRO 

CO 
3 NGS 
DODE, AY 
PHRASES 
SPEECH 
DONESAY 

ADOR 1 
ADOR 
ADR 

8 O 
ADOR 
O 

ADORO 
AOR - 1 
PRESET 
ADOR 
ABE) 

README 

AUTO 

README 
ARO 
READMEM 
PRESET 
ADORO 
ADORO 
DATADOR 
README 

AUTO2 
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YNC, O LOCATION 2 
PHRASE NOE 

NEX PHRASE PARAMETERS 

SE FOR PHRASE IN 1. 
; X CURRENT PHRASE 
OOP PROPER PHRASE NOEX ED 
PO N TO NEX PHRASE 

S. H. S. A DELAY 
NO 
DO DE, AY 

MORE O SAY 
DONE WHE SPEECH 

Double INDEX 
ADO ... O OFFSET 

8 O OFFSE O AB, 
O TAB E ADDRESS 

H ABC ADDRESS 
SE. H. ABE ADDRESS 
AUO NC, O LOW TABLE ADDRESS 
A READY A. ABE ADDRESS 
OO SOW 

KEEP CONC 

READ LOW SPEECH DATA ADDRESS 

READ HE SPEECH DATA ADDRESS 

AUTO-NC, O LOW DATA ADDRESS 
A READ A AA ADRESS 
OO OW 

KEEP ONG 

The segment DATADDR, which appears below, is 
also flow charted in FIG. 24 

ge RESET SYNTHES ZER 

DA SFF 
JSR WRITE 
OX 8 O 

JSR DELAY 

SAY CURRENT PHRASE 

OONES AY 

ERROR 
R 

SAYWHA 

a 

SR 
BCS 
DEC 

JMP 
LDA 
SA 
JMP 

. 
MP 

SA 
SAYWHA 
PHRASES 
DONESAY 
SPEECH 
NUMB S 
STATS 
SCAN 

CAN 

RESET COMMAND 
SEND TO S 220 
SO 0 US DELAY 

STATUS BAD, ERROR EXIT. 
GO TO NEXT PHRASE 

NEX IN MUPHRASE SECUENCE . 

USY is O N SAUS 
SCAN FOR NEXT INPUT 

FATAL ERROR: RESTART 
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The subroutines that form a portion of the processor tines are set forth in alphabetical order. Flow charts of 
control programs are set forth below, together with the the more important subroutines appear in FIGS. 25 to 
comments from the actual program listing. The subrou- 29 of the drawings. 

3. 

t t t t t t t t t t t t t t PROGRAMMABLE DELAY a r a n e a a a 

FUNCT ON: DELAY 
INPUTS : HAS DELAY PARAMETER 
OUTPUTS DELAY 2 + 5X MI CROSE CONDS AT MH2 
DESTROYS : X G 

D EAY DEX 
.NE DEAY 
RTS 

R it DELAY COMMAND t t t st 
R 

FUNCT ON : DO DELAY COMMAND 
st INPUTS : (AODRO CO ) it 3. 2 SEC as DELAY (H ) 

a - - - - - - - - an as a- as a us an as as a up as an as up a an ess as a up a as a or a or as an un up a al 
- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 O 2. 4 5 . 2 25. 6 1 2 .. 8 6 . 4 3. 2 

t a as a a s - as a s h an ap up as an up up h us on as a m is is an as a on a o an as as m i no as an eo as ce a m on th 

R ADOR 2 . S MS ELAY (LOW) 
as quwo as as a a un on a as a m as as a as as up as om is a mo an is a as an a on an as s an as a as ah on as as an an an as an al 

1 . 6 O - 8 O. 4 O. 2 O 0 . OS 0 . O 25 0 25 
the as as as as + - - - - - - as as as - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the as e a more e i as as a on all as as a no me as a 

st OUTPUTS : DELAY OF 12 5 MS TO O2. 4 SEC ( 1 , ) 23 MHZ) 
at DESTROYS : A, X, Y, ADDRO, ADDR1 

CALLS : LOOELAY HIDELAY 

OODE, AY LOA ADOR 1. OW PART OF DELAY COMMAND 
B EO NOLODE. NO LOW DELAY 

OOLODE JSR ODELAY 1, 2 . S. MS 
DEC ADOR 
3 NE DOODE 

NOLODE LOA ADORO H PART OF DELAY COMMAND 
AND 3F REMOVE CO CONMAND 
STA ADORO 
BEC NODE NO H. D.E.AY 

DOH). JSR. H. DELAY 3 2 SEC 
DEC ADDRO 
3NE DOHDE. 

NOHOE, RS 

t t t t t t t HIDELAY R a a 
FUNCTION: HIGHER PART OF DODELAY 
NPUTS : NONE 

OUTPUTS : 3. 2 SECOND DEAY 
DESTROYS : A, x Y 

R 
DE, AY LOK 2 28 ft 25 MS is 3 - 2 SECONOS 
DE A 

SR 1. Oos, AY 2 . S. MS 
JSR ODE, AY 2 . S. MS 
TAX 
OEX 
3.NE HD.E. M 

2S M3 
Rg 

t t t t t t t t t t ODELAY g g g g g g a a 

FUNCTION: LOWER PART OF DODELAY 
INPUTS : ... O 23 MHZ CLOCK 

R OUTPUTS : 2. S MS DEAY 
DESTROY s : x , Y 

LODELAY LOY 25 25 t . S as 1, 2 . S. MS 
LODEL2 LDX O2 B 
LODE. 1 DEX 2 
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BNE LOEL 1. 3 
5 CYCLES at O2 is O. 5 MS 

DEY 
B NE LOOE 2 
RTS 

T 

PRESET t t R 

FUNCTION: PRESET DRAM H I ADDRESS, ALLOW FOR WAR IABLE 
BT WIDTH MEMORY 

INPUTS : A H CH OFFSE 
OUTPUTS : ADDRESS - (A) , O O. C. SET ON OVER FLOW. 
DESTROYS : X 

PRESET PHA 
SET STAT PREs 4 SET H COUNTERS 

LDA 8 FD f LOADE O 
LX FF f LOAD as 
STA MASTER 
STX MASTER 
SA MASTER PRESET TWICE FOR INSURANCE 
STX MASTER 
LDX SFF - - O-- 

E: FRE6 CHANGE TO INPUT PORT 
REBAD PLA iCLEAR ERROR FAC 

RTS 

t t t t t t t t t t , AD COMMAND a a 

FUNCTION: GET FIRST TWO BYTES FROM DRAM 
NPUTS : NUMBITS FOR READMEM 

OUTPUTS : SO y ADORO X ADDR1 
DESTROYS : ADORO, ADDR1 A 
CAL L S : PRESET, READMEM 

R ADO 1. DA O PRESE AT OOOO 
JSR PRESET 
JSR REAOM2M 
SA ADDRO 
JSR READMEM 
SA ADDR 
RTS 

R. R. R. R. READ MEMORY R. R. R. R. R. R. R. R. R 
R 

FUNCTION: GET FULL. 8 BITS FROM DYNAMIC RAM 
INPUTFS: MUST BE PRESET TO ADDRESS NUMB S 
OUTPUTS : A DATA 
DESTROYS : A, BYTE 
CALLS : READB 

READMEM. JMP READB IT GETS ALL. 8 BIS 

READBIT LDA () of NEXT O 
STA MASTER 
DA B F 7 NEXTs / ENs O 

STA MASTER 
OA PRE 6 4 READ IDATA 

PHA 
DA FF f EN 
SA MASER 
PA 
RTS 

R t t e say WORDS R. R. R. R. R. R. R. R 
R 

FUNCTION: SAY THE CURRENT WORD 
INPUTS : AUTO NC, RAM. S. NOEXED TO PROPER DATA 
OUTPUTS : SPEECH THROUGH THE T 5220 
DESTROYS : A, X, Y ADDR , 
CAS : STATUS, WRITE, READMEM 

AY JSR STATUS GET S 22 O STATUS 
AN) 4 EXPOSE ONLY TALK SAUS 
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3NE SAY WAT TI L L DONE TALK INC ( as O ) 
LOA 6 O SPEAK EXTERNAL COMMAND 
JSR WR E 
DX S 

JSR DELAY MUST WA 42 US 13 EFORE DATA 
JSR READMEM GE DATA 
JSR WRITE PUT INTO S 220 FIFO REGISTER 

REF L. L. 522 O SPEECH DATA F F O REGISTER 

REFL LDX 8 PUT MORE BYTES IN 
F L. L. JSR READMEM CET DATA 

JSR WR TE PUT IN 5220 
DEX 
B NE F 3 OOPS 

SERVICE SYNTHES ZER 

SERVE OA ASTER GET INTERRUPT STATUS 
ASL. 
BM SERVE WAIT TI L INTERRUPT IS LOW (BT 6) 
JSR STATUS READ 522 O STATUS 
CMP 
BEC REF F FO NEEDS MORE DATA 
CMP O 
3 EC SA ) SA) WORD OK 
CMP 4 

EC SERVE CNORE FALSE INTERRUPT 
SEC ; SET ERROR FLAG 
RTS 

SAD CLC ; CLEAR ERROR FLAG 
RTS 

t t t t t t t t R. R. R. R. READ 5220 STATUS in a R n R. R. R. it 

FUNCTION: PUT 522 O STATUS IN A 
NPUTS : S 22 O 3AU 

R OUTPUTS: A 

TAKNC BUFFER LOW UFFER EMPTY 
r o so o o os o o on an an an as as a on as ap s p as o a so as as a pop a do is a ma an as a co on as a a de 

T 2 
DESTROYs: A, x 

STATUS NOP 
OA FF ECOME NPUTs 

are on SA OS 220 , 
WS is a war who wo 

ASTER OWER AS 
WATR LDA MASTER - 

BM WAITR WAT L fly S OW 
LDX DS 220 GE STATUS 
LDA 8 FF WS 1 
STA MASTER RA 3: A RS 
SA - - - - - 

ROR 
ROR PLACE BITS S-7 INTO BITS O-2 
ROR 
ROR 
ROR 
AND 7 ASK (AAC2 
RTS 

a g g g g g g g g g g g g a wrTE TO 5220 a t t t t t t t t t e i s 
FUNCTION: OUTPUT A TO 5220 RETURN WHEN froy is LOW 

st NPUTS : A 
OUTPUTS: A TO 522 O DATA BUS 

st DESTROYS : A 
t 
WR TE 3A DS 220 COMMAND OR DATA TO S 220 

A WWS is 
STA MASTER OWER / WS WRITE I, NE 

WAW DA MASER 
WAW WAT fRDY NIE IS LOW 
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DA B FF WWS as 1. 
3A MASTER RAISE / WS WRITE LINE 
RTS 

While the preferred embodiment of the invention has 5 speech processor and arranged to initiate the oper 
been described, it will be understood by those skilled in ation of said processor control programs and logic 
the art that numerous modifications and changes can be when said enable signal line is enabled by said com 
made without departing from the spirit of the invention. puter; 
The claims that follow are intended to define the true said programmable computer including speech con 
spirit and scope of the invention. 10 trol programs controlling the operation of said 
What is claimed: computer including data conveyance command 
1. A phrase speaking computer system having a pro- sequences that cause said computer to supply com 

grammable digital computer and a speech processor, mand data entries to said data conveyance means 
the speech processor comprising: and speech processor enabling command sequences 
a voice synthesizer; 15 that cause said computer to energize said enable 
a read/write speech data segment memory; signal line. 
a read/write command memory; 3. A phrase speaking computer system having a pro 
control processor means including processor control grammable digital computer and a speech processor, 
programs and logic connecting to said memories the speech processor comprising: 
and to said voice synthesizer, and arranged to scan 20 a voice synthesizer; 
said command memory and to respond to com- a speech data segment memory; 
mand data entries stored therein by transferring a command memory; 

s h data segments from said . w E.Referry sd voice synthe- control processor means, including processor control 
sizer: 25 programs and logic connecting to said memories 

data conveyance means, connecting said computer to and to said voice synthesizer, arranged to scan said 
said command memory and said speech data seg- command ity E. to respond f command 
ment memory, for transferring said command data data entries stored therein by in erring corre 
entries supplied by said computer into said com- Eig speech data st from speech 
mand memory and for transferring said speech data 30 ata segment memory to said voice synt 
segments supplied by said computer into said a speech data vector memory containing vector data 
speech data segment memory; and that associates numeric codes of said command 

an enable signal line connecting said computer to said data entries with speech data segments in said 
speech processor and arranged to initiate the oper- speech data segment memory; 
ation of said processor control programs and logic 35 wherein said processor control programs and logic 
when said enable signal line is enabled by said com- connect to said vector memory and utilize the vec 
puter; tor data contained therein to determine which 

said programmable computer including speech con- speech data segments are transferred to said speech 
trol programs controlling the operation of said synthesizer in response to the scanning of particu 
computer including data conveyance command 40 lar numeric codes within command data entries in 
sequences that cause said computer to supply com- said command memory; o 
mand data entries to said data conveyance means data conveyance means connecting said computer to 
and speech processor enabling command sequences said command memory for transferring said com 
that cause said computer to energize said enable mand data entries supplied by said computer into 
signal line. 45 said command memory; and 

2. A phrase speaking computer system having a pro- an enable signal line connecting said computer to said 
grammable digital computer and a speech processor, speech processor and arranged to initiate the oper 
the speech processor comprising: ation of said processor control programs and logic 

a voice synthesizer; when said enable signal line is enabled by said com 
a speech data segment memory; 50 puter; 
a command memory; said programmable computer including speech con 
control processor means, including processor control trol programs controlling the operation of said 
programs and logic connecting to said memories computer including data conveyance command 
and to said voice synthesizer, arranged to scan said sequences that cause said computer to supply com 
command memory and to respond to command 55 mand data entries to said data conveyance means 
data entries stored therein by transferring corre- and speech processor enabling command sequences 
sponding speech data segments from said speech that cause said computer to energize said enable 
data segment memory to said voice synthesizer; signal line. 

a time delay mechanism within said processor control 4. A computer system in accordance with claim 2 
programs and logic arranged to cause said speech 60 wherein: 
processor to pause for a variable length of time in said time delay mechanism includes a counting mech 
response to the scanning of certain patterns of com- anism that is initialized to a count value equal to the 
mand data entries within said command memory; numeric value of at least a portion of one of said 

data conveyance means connecting said computer to command data entries in said command memory 
said command memory for transferring said com- 65 and that counts the passage of a number of fixed 
mand data entries supplied by said computer into 
said command memory; and 

an enable signal line connecting said computer to said 

length time intervals equal to the count value. 
5. A computer system in accordance with claim 4 

wherein: 
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the fixed length of time interval is a multiple of 12.5 
milliseconds. 

6. A computer system in accordance with claim 2 
wherein: 

said processor control programs and logic include 
command sequences that interpret a portion of the 
contents of each of the command data entries in 
said command memory as an indication of whether 
the remaining data in the entry defines a time delay 
interval or identifies a speech data segment that is 
to be transferred to the voice synthesizer. 

7. A computer system in accordance with claim 3 
wherein: 

said data conveyance means also connects said pro 
grammable computer to said speech data vector 
memory. 

8. A computer system in accordance with claim 7 
wherein: 

said data conveyance means also connects said pro 

5 

10 

15 

grammable computer to said speech data segment 20 
memory. 

9. A computer system in accordance with claim 3 
wherein: 

said processor control programs and logic include 
command sequences that interpret the contents of 25 
said data vector memory to be the starting ad 
dresses of speech data segments in said speech data 
segment memory. 

10. A computer system in accordance with claim 9 
wherein said speech processor includes: 

a time dealy mechanism within said processor control 
programs and logic arranged to cause said speech 
processor to pause for a variable length of time in 
response to th scanning of certain patterns of the 

30 

command data entries within said command mem 
ory. 

11. A computer system in accordance with claim 10 
wherein said time delay mechanism includes: 

a counting mechanism that is initialized to a count 
value equal to the numeric value of at least a por- 0 
tion of a command data entry in said command 
memory and that counts the passage of a number of 
fixed-length time intervals equal to the count value. 

12. A computer system in accordance with claim 11. 
wherein: 

the fixed length time interval is a multiple of 12.5 
milliseconds. 

13. A computer system in accordance with claim 10 
wherein said processor control programs and logic 
include: 
command sequences that interpret a portion of the 

contents of each command data entry in said com 
mand memory as an indication of whether the re 
maining data in the command data entry defines a 

45 

50 

55 

65 

52 
time delay interval or identifies a spech data seg 
ment that is to be transferred to the voice synthe 
sizer. 

14. A computer system in accordance with claim 9 
wherein said processor control programs include: 
command sequences that interpret at least a portion 

of some of the command data entries in said com 
mand memory to be the addresses of vectors in said 
data vector memory pointing to the starting ad 
dresses in said speech data segment memory of 
speech data segments that are to be transferred to 
said voice synthesizer. 

15. A computer system in accordance with claim 14 
wherein said speech processor includes: 

a time delay mechanism within said processor control 
programs and logic arranged to cause said speech 
processor to pause for a variable length of time in 
response to the scanning of certain patterns of the 
command data entries within said command mem 
Ory. 

16. A computer system in accordance with claim 15 
wherein said time delay mechanism includes: 
a counting mechanism that is initialized to a count 

value equal to the numeric value of at least a por 
tion of one of said command data entries in said 
command memory and that counts the passage of a 
number of fixed-length time intervals equal to the 
count value. 

17. A computer system in accordance with claim 16 
wherein: 

the fixed length time interval is a multiple of 12.5 
milliseconds. 

18. A computer system in accordance with claim 15 
wherein said processor control programs and logic 
include: 
command sequences that interpret a portion of the 

contents of each command data entry in said com 
mand memory as an indication of whether the re 
maining data in the command data entry defines a 
time delay interval or a data vector memory ad 
dress. 

19. A computer system in accordance with claim 18 
wherein said time delay mechanism includes: 

a counting mechanism that is initialized to a count 
value equal to the numeric value of the remaining 
portion of the contents of a command data entry 
that defines a time delay interval, such that a first 
portion of the contents of each command data 
entry defines whether the remaining data is a time 
delay interval count value or an address in said data 
vector memory pointing to the starting address of a 
speech data segment in said speech data memory 
that is to be transferred to said voice synthesizer. 
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Column l3, Line l8, after "feed" insert -a-. 
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